The Standards Committee fails again….
TEXT OF AN EMAIL FROM COUNCILLOR HARROWER TO THE COURT OF COMMON
COUNCIL ON 8 OCTOBER 2019

The Standards Committee, at its meeting last Friday, did not abandon its policy of granting
residential councillors dispensations to vote “only in exceptional circumstances", and will thus
continue to disenfranchise the City’s residential electorate. It also failed to hold a proper vote
itself in public.
What happened?

The Standards Chair asked for a vote on a recommendation that "a blanket dispensation be
given to members to speak for their terms of office (subject to fine tuning the wording)". Eleven of
the twelve elected members of the Standards Committee were present, and two of the three coopted members. Two votes were held on this recommendation, and some confusion ensued as
the co-opted members voted, which they should not have done. (One would expect that co-opted
members, who readily express views on how elected members should perform their role, would
have an elementary understanding of their own.) After the co-opted members’ votes had been
discounted, it was declared that the recommendation had been defeated 6-5.
This caused concern among a number of residents who had come to observe the meeting. They
clearly saw that the vote was 5-5. One of them raised her hand, and politely said that she wasn’t
going to ask a question, but she see didn’t see how that result had been reached. The Standards
Chair retorted “Nor do you need to”, adding that she wasn’t having any of the members
“pilloried”, thus wrongly attributing to the resident the motive that she wanted to identify which
members had voted against the recommendation (although, according to the “accountability”
Principle of Public Life, there would be nothing wrong with identifying them).

Later in the meeting, after the public had been excluded, one of the newer members said he had
not wanted to raise the point at the time because of the "tense" situation, but he also queried the
vote. After discussion, it was agreed that the vote should have been 5-5. (The discrepancy was
due to the Standards Chair having decided not to use her casting vote.) Another newer member
called for the correct vote to be recorded in public session.

So the residents were right. That is a theme which runs throughout the matters decided at the
meeting, as summarised below.

Summary of the key outcomes of the meeting

The Standards Chair referred to the experience of the last six months, during which the operation
of the dispensations policy had been “monitored”. The declaration by a significant proportion of
the residential electorate at the outset of that period that they had no confidence in the
dispensations policy would, one might think, be a material consideration, but the longer serving
members of the committee seemed not to think so. None of them addressed the points raised in
the petition, the two ward mote resolutions or the two letters from the City’s two largest residents’
associations. They acted as if those things simply didn’t exist.

Some of the longer serving members persisted in referring to “blanket dispensations”, implying a
dispensation to speak and vote on any matter during a member’s term of office. That would
plainly be unlawful, and has never been called for by the residents. What the residents have
consistently called for, beginning with the petition, is a “general” (but not unlimited) dispensation
of the kind described in the attached graphic. All the members of the committee were sent the
graphic before the meeting, but the longer serving members ignored it in the discussion.
If any member of the Court can explain why a “general” dispensation of this kind would not
provide a lawful, sensible, practical and simple solution, or why it should not at least be trialled up
to March 2021, they should say so. So far no-one has.

One of the co-opted members referred to the rule against bias, which applies largely to planning
and licensing meetings, and expressed concern about the Corporation being exposed to
damages if that rule was breached. A newer member pointed out that this was an entirely
separate matter from dispensations under the Localism Act, which have a wider scope.

Section 618 of the Housing Act 1985 is an outdated and restrictive provision that applies uniquely
to residential councillors in the City. The committee agreed unanimously (but it would have been
difficult for it not to) that it would recommend to other committees that they approve lobbying for
the repeal of this section. The City Solicitor advised that “on any analysis, it [section 618] will be
with us for some years to come”. A newer member pointed out, however, that a housing act
would come out of the next Queen’s speech, and that would be an obvious opportunity to make
the repeal.
The committee decided to reject four applications for “general" dispensations that had first been
made four months ago, and resubmitted after the Dispensations Sub-Committee failed to
address the points made in support of those applications either properly or at all.

The committee decided to shorten the application form, but make it mandatory.
What next?

The next committee meeting is scheduled to be held on 24 January 2020. One can expect more
discussion then on dispensations to speak and vote, because the members agreed to revisit both
subjects at their next meeting. However, in view of the divided opinion in the committee and the
continuing opposition to reform from the longer serving members, one cannot expect anything
useful to come of it.
The current situation will therefore continue. Resident members will continue to face a confusing
patchwork of existing dispensations and a need to apply specifically for new ones. New
applications will often need to be made at short notice because meeting agendas are generally
only distributed a week in advance. Many applications will have to be decided under the urgency
procedure, because it has been proved that Dispensation Sub-Committees cannot be convened
within a week. Members can expect most applications for dispensations to vote to be refused,
because in the City (uniquely, it seems, among local authorities) the interest of members’
constituents is not considered to be a sufficient reason for members to vote. Matters which most
affect their constituents may therefore be decided by other members with no local knowledge,
interest or mandate. There is no appeal from a dispensation decision, and judicial review would
not normally be practicable in terms of time and cost.

City residents will remain disenfranchised, compared with residents anywhere else in the
country.

This may be acceptable to the Court, most of whose members represent generally uninterested
business voters.
But it won’t be acceptable to residents. I predict that, over the next six months, the dispensations
issue will be conflated with other issues, some of which are in the public domain, and some not
yet. Those issues will together feed growing resident activism (as evidenced by the
demonstration outside the west wing at the last Court meeting). Pressure will increase, and
external political intervention will be sought, for the Corporation’s local authority functions to be
exercised by a more democratic institution.

Regards,

Graeme Harrower

